Your beautiful
LG TV now even
more beautiful

LG OLED
TV wall mounts

TV wall mounts especially for LG OLED TVs
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LG OLED

Experience more

Enjoy
more
with
Vogel’s
Fits perfectly to the back of
your LG OLED TV
TV's can be fitted to mounts by means of a kind of 'hole
pattern' (known as a VESA pattern) on the back of the
TV. The back of most LG OLED TVs are different to those
of regular TVs. Our adapter is designed to be a seamless
fit for this special pattern. This makes your OLED television
even more of an eye catcher in your home.

Flexible wall mounts
The THIN 546 is one of the thinnest full-motion wall mount from
Vogel's. This TV wall mount ensures that you have the perfect view
of your OLED TV from anywhere in the room. Simply turn the TV
towards you, to any desired position.

Are you looking for top notch in every detail? The Vogel's NEXT
series is the very best in wall mount technology, design and
functionality. Vogel's NEXT 7346 is designed to endure. It has a
clean iconic look with graceful lines that creates a unique setting
for your TV. When we created this mount, we put a great part of
the Vogel's legacy in it.

Vogel's THIN 546

LG OLED

Experience more
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Vogel's NEXT 7555

Motorised wall mounts
Discover the specific qualities of the motorized full motion OLED TV
wall mounts.

The MotionMount (NEXT 7356) wall mount automatically turns
towards you, up to 120 degrees, wherever you sit in the room. This
motorised wall mount can be operated through the TV remote
control or app. As soon as you switch on your TV, the MotionMount
moves to your preset viewing position in one smooth movement.
When you turn off the TV, the OLED TV and the MotionMount
gracefully move back against the wall. A lot of thought has also gone
into concealing the cables, particularly at the back of the TV, so that
your OLED television will be even more of an eye-catcher in your
home.

Exclusive for LG Signature Vogel’s developed the full motion
motorised TV wall mount NEXT 7555.

This wall mount is especially designed for the LG Signature TV with
a striking design aimed to bring you the best viewing and listening
experience. This motorised TV can be operated via app or your
remote control. You can easily turn your tv in the ideal viewing position
and extend it up to 72cm. And the patented Screen Protection
System avoids your LG Wallpaper to bump into the wall. (SPS®)

If you are looking for a flat to the wall solution? The NEXT 7505 is the
best option for you!

The Quality Signature

Vogel's NEXT 7356

LG OLED

Experience more

PRODUCT
DETAILS

MotionMount

DesignMount

MotionMount

NEXT

NEXT

THIN

NEXT

NEXT

7356

7346

546

7555

7505

LG Signature
W7/W8/W9

LG Signature
W7/W8/W9

Suitable for LG Signature
Motorized wall mount
Automatic turn &
app-controlled
Turn TV up to

120°

Control via TV remote
control

auto home

120°

180°

120°
auto home

Screen Protection System
(SPS®)
Smart Movement
Mechanism (SMM®)
Cable Inlay System (CIS®)
Premium Cable
Management

cable
sleeve only

Cable (wall) cover plate, cable
sleeve, integrated cable fingers
(4 pieces)

Display size
(range in inch)

40 - 65

40 - 65

40 - 65

65

65

Max. TV weight [kg]

30

30

30

18

18

Extends from the wall up
to [cm]

72

72

63

72

400 x 200

non VESA

400 x 200

Max. VESA

400 x 200

(fixed)

300 x 200

non VESA

(fixed)
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